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Easily Customize Screens!
Introducing Jacquard's Screen Drawing Fluid and Screen Filler & Block Out
Healdsburg, CA (July 2012) - Jacquard Products is pleased to premiere two new screen printing
products that round out Jacquard's screen printing line. Jacquard's Screen Drawing Fluid and
Jacquard's Screen Filler & Block Out provide screen printers the tools to create stencils directly on
their screens, without the headaches of photo emulsion or cut outs.
The Screen Filler & Block Out can be applied directly onto a screen to create negative-space
stencils, to block out portions of the screen or to fix pinholes. It is an indispensible tool for any
printer. Used in tandem with Jacquard's Screen Drawing Fluid, one can also easily create positivespace stencils in a screen. Simply apply the Screen Drawing Fluid to the screen fabric wherever you
want to print, allow it to dry and then coat the screen with the Screen Filler & Block Out. The Screen
Drawing Fluid acts as a resist to the Screen Filler and will easily wash out with water. This process
leaves open spaces in the screen wherever the Screen Drawing Fluid was applied! Creating stencils
in a silk screen has never been easier. With this system it becomes especially easy to achieve a
painterly look, because all brush strokes will translate to the print.

Jacquard's Screen Drawing Fluid
Item JSI1770 ▪ 4 fl oz/118 ml jar ▪ $5.99 MSRP
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Item JSI2770 ▪ 8 fl oz/.24 L jar ▪ $7.99 MSRP

Jacquard's Screen Filler & Block Out
Item JSI2771 ▪ 8 fl oz/.24 L jar ▪ $10.99 MSRP
Item JSI3771 ▪ 16 fl oz/.47 L jar ▪ $18.99 MSRP
About Jacquard Products
Rupert, Gibbon & Spider, Inc., manufacturers of Jacquard Products, has been producing highquality textile art supplies for almost 30 years. Jacquard's product lines include: fabric paints, dyes,
screen inks, pigment powders, fabric art markers, chemicals, waxes and superior-quality craft kits.
All of Jacquard Products' dyes and paints are made in the U.S.A.
For more information, visit www.jacquardproducts.com or call Customer Service at 1-800-442-0455.
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